the Springfield Business Development Corp. Diez-Canseco said the property was “shovel ready,” with roads
and ultilites already installed.
“You pay more for the land than you might pay for that
amount of land in a different part of town,” he said of the
$530,000 purchase of 11 acres. “But what you get in return
is you get the ability to go fast, and that was really important for us.”
Childs brought Diez-Canseco and other Vital Farms executives to the Springfield Area Chamber of Commerce
office in early 2016, where they also met with representatives from City Utilities, and city government – who all offered ongoing support.
“And that’s precisely what they did,” he said of the
continuous communication with city leaders throughout the development process.
Settling into the area, Diez-Canseco said Vital Farms
is working to partner with local freight companies and
has hired Springfield’s SMC Packaging Group as the primary vendor for the cardboard boxes that protect filled
egg cartons during travel.
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spring, the money will allow Hough and the city’s
economic development team to assess roughly 40
more brownfields properties in the city.

GREEN HURDLES
City brownfields coordinator Olivia Hough
stands on a former brownfield, with McCoy
Iron & Metal in the distance. The scrapyard stands in the way of city visionaries’
Jordan Valley West Meadows plans.

WES HAMILTON

Brownfields Radar
It’s a long road, but city officials target 500 Springfield
properties in need of environmental assessments
by Sydni Moore · smoore@sbj.net
The Jordan Valley West Meadows development area
over a decade in the making has a few environmental hurdles before taking the next steps.
One is a metal scrapyard identified as a possible brownfields site.
City officials and contracted environmental consultants
are performing an environmental investigation of McCoy
Iron & Metal Inc., at 321 N. Fort Ave., and the city may purchase the land key to creating additional urban park space
west of Main Avenue downtown.
“They would like to put a large park with a large pond in
this area, making this whole downtown area kind of like a
Springfield version of Central Park,” said Kim McCoy, the
company’s vice president of administrative operations.
Only problem: possible contamination from years of
diesel storage tanks underground by Burlington Northern
Railroad.
“Some of it has seeped back up, not just here but along
the Jordan Valley Creek,” McCoy said. “They want to make
sure the ground is safe enough.”
The McCoy Iron & Metal property is not alone.
“We estimate there could still be another 500,” Springfield senior planner and brownfields coordinator Olivia
Hough said of the potentially contaminated sites throughout the city.
Hough is working to make the city a little greener. But it’s
a big job.
To that end, the city has hired two environmental assessment firms to conduct studies, in part using geographic information systems software.
“Red dots cover this whole city,” said Jim Fels, an

environmental department manager with one of the firms,
Terracon Environmental Inc.
Hough said most of today’s brownfields are along Kearney, College and Commercial streets, where the city has
pushed for redevelopment.
Bad rap, big upside
By nature, brownfields often have a bad rap – they’re urban or industrial commercial sites that are underutilized or
abandoned due to real or perceived contamination.
“The sites often have a stigma attached to them, which
makes people reluctant to invest in them,” Hough said.
“They have additional complications, (because) there may
be real environmental threats present there.”
Properties sitting deserted and derelict have implications for Springfield’s economy, Hough added.
“They really represent a lost opportunity,” she said.
“Brownfields decrease property values. They represent
taxes that aren’t being collected because the property’s not
being redeveloped.”
That’s why the city has created incentives to encourage
developers to purchase the otherwise concerning properties.
“Right now, we have over $1 million available to provide
low- or no-interest loans for brownfield cleanups citywide,”
Hough said. “We offer zero interest for up to five years or
we can go up to a 15-year term at 3 percent interest. We recognize if you are buying a brownfield site to redevelop it’s
going to be more complicated than a greenfield site.”
Key to future brownfields cleanup work is grant funding
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
Last month, Springfield City Council agreed to reapply
for a $300,000 three-year EPA grant. If approved in the

Assessing brownfields
Determining whether a property is environmentally hazardous is divided into two phases,
Hough said. The first phase includes preliminary
research.
“It’s basically a historical background search on
the property. It’s trying to find all the uses that took
place on the property, conduct a site visit, take some
photos, interviewing the property owners and maybe even adjacent property owners,” Hough said.
“It’s looking at records – records the [Missouri]
Department of Natural Resources may have or the
Environmental Protection Agency and putting all
those into a report.”
Sometimes, Hough said, a property is quickly
cleared for redevelopment. However, if researchers think further investigation is warranted based
off the report, the property is turned over to the
next phase.
“If it was an old gas station and records indicate
that there were underground storage tanks that
were never removed or other recognized environmental concerns, then Phase I may recommend a
Phase II. Phase II is actually sampling a property,”
Hough said, noting sampling most commonly tests
for contaminated soil and water, lead paint and
asbestos. “They will compare those to the levels
that the Department of Natural Resources says is
acceptable.”
If tests reveal unacceptable levels of contamination or harmful chemicals, a cleanup abiding local
and state regulations is needed.
“We can also under this grant do cleanup planning,” Hough said. “That would be kind of a third
stage.”
Hough estimated environmentally assessing a
property costs $2,000 to complete Phase I on average and $8,000 to complete Phase II.

FROM SCRATCH
Tricia Clark oversees 50 employees who
move over 1 million eggs through Vital
Farms’ new factory each day.

Welcome to the ‘superhighway of eggs’
Austin, Texas-based Vital Farms ramps up to 1 million specialty eggs
processed a day in its first month operating in the Queen City
by Matthew Henderson
mhenderson@sbj.net
Vital Farms Inc. last month in Springfield opened
its first corporately owned processing plant, and millions of its specialty eggs already have hit store shelves
around the country.
The Austin, Texas-based company chose Springfield
over competing cities, and an October report by Xceligent analyzing commercial real estate activity noted the
opening of the 82,140-square-foot factory as the secondlargest local industrial gain in the third quarter.
“This was the opportunity to open up a facility from
scratch – brand new,” said Tricia Clark, vice president
of operations, who was hired shortly after the groundbreaking for the $17 million plant development in Partnership Industrial Center West. “Rarely in your career
do you get that opportunity.”
The company buys eggs from 120 farmers throughout northwest Arkansas and southwest Missouri and
distributes the product to retailers under its own brand
and some private labels. Clark said Springfield’s proximity to stakeholders and major highways was a key factor – but only one of several.
“We call this the ‘pasture belt,’ because this particular area of the country allows our girls – our hens – to
be outside all year,” Clark said, referring to Vital Farms’
requirement that farmers train chickens to spend all day
outside foraging before nesting in a barn at night.

Cleanups in action
Cleanups can range even further apart in price,
Hough said.
“We did a petroleum site cleanup that was about
$400,000 where we removed three underground
storage tanks and petroleum in the soil,” Hough
said of city-owned property at 1420 W. College St.
“We’ve had cleanups cost as little as under a thousand dollars, to cleanups that we’ve done that are
$2 million, like a former railyard that we did on
the future West Meadows.”
The city undertook a visioning and planning process in the early 2000s aimed at revitalizing the
community surrounding Jordan Valley. The city
began environmental cleanup work in 2010 for the
Jordan Valley West Meadows, the first phase of the
section of Jordan Valley west of Main Avenue.
City officials and consultants with Pasadena,
California-based Tetra Tech Inc. have been out
to the McCoy Iron & Metal property a handful of
times to assess it.
Fels, in Terracon’s Springfield office, said Springfield has assessed its fair share of brownfields. His
work in the city includes properties along Jordan
Creek and the old MFA silos downtown, where
Jordan Valley Innovation Center now stands.
Fels credits Hough’s initiative for a successful
city brownfields program, which started in 1999.
“The EPA loves what all she’s done,” Fels said.
“It’s been such a great success program.”

Strategic move
Vital Farms has been in the pasture-fed egg and butter business since 2007, but President and Chief Operating Officer Russell Diez-Canseco said the company has
done its processing with surplus production time from
other food manufacturing companies. Company leaders
set out to make Vital Farms more sustainable, he said, by
taking control of the egg manufacturing processes.
“We wanted to build a factory that was designed with

WHOLESALE READY
Pallets of 900 dozen eggs apiece
wait to be washed and placed in
cartons.

the environment and with our employees in mind,” he
said.
Using research from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Vital Farms leaders set the minimum employee wage at 25 percent above the local living wage. In
Greene County, the living wage is $9.84 per hour for one
adult, according to the MIT calculations. Vital Farms
is hiring hourly crew members in Springfield at $13 an
hour.
The new factory, at 2007 N. Alliance Ave. and designed
by Buxton Kubik Dodd Creative, features natural light, air
conditioning and nonslip floors with radiant heat, DiezCanseco said.
“All of those things cost more, but we did it because
we really wanted to create a great environment for crew
members,” he said.
During the development planning stage, Diez-Canseco and other Vital Farms officials visited 15 egg processing plants in the United States, the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands, searching for best practices.
Diez-Canseco said the company got permission from
the city of Springfield to alter PIC West’s development
covenants – such as manicured landscaping and a brick
or stucco facade for curb appeal in the industrial complex. Vital Farms tweaked its property with native trees
surrounding the perimeter, as well as native pasture
grasses that will not be managed with mowing but by
periodic controlled burns. Also, the street-facing side
of the metal building will soon be covered with honeysuckle vines.

An attractive city
The leeway city leaders gave in landscaping was just
another sign of how welcoming the Queen City has
been, Diez-Canseco said.
After Vital Farms officials three years ago decided to
build its own full-scale egg processing operation, Sperry
Van Ness/Rankin Co. real estate agent Jeff Childs proposed purchasing land in PIC West from the city and

Steps of automation
Vital Farms will keep SMC Packaging busy. The factory’s one shift, currently, has ramped up to process over
1 million eggs per day, officials say.
“It’s like a superhighway of eggs,” Clark said.
Fresh, refrigerated eggs arrive from farms on pallets holding 10,800 eggs apiece, Clark said. The egg
shipments then reach room temperature, before being
loaded into the production line by workers, 180 eggs at
a time.
An array of suction cups lifts the eggs out of crates
and onto a moving path where they are washed. They
then move through an automated egg inspector that
searches for dirt, cracks, leaks and blood.
“The crack detector, it taps the egg in 16 different
places,” Clark said. “Based on the audio feedback, it can
tell whether it’s a crack or not, or whether it’s a good
egg.”
Eggs that pass scrutiny continue to a grading machine
that determines the size and sends them to one of the
retail carton options by size and brand.
With a long-term goal of three shifts daily, Diez-Canseco said plant officials have their sights on processing
over 1 billion eggs a year, before needing to add another
plant elsewhere in an anticipated three to five years.
The machines can handle an entire pallet, she said,
totalling 900 dozen eggs, every 4 minutes.
The cartons are shipped to national retailers, including Kroger, Sprouts Farmers Market and Publix, as well
as two stores with a local presence: Ruby’s Market and
Target.
Whole Foods is Vital farm’s largest customer and also
purchases cartons that are labeled with Whole Foods’
private 365 branding.
The eggs typically retail for $6 per dozen, or nonGMO eggs for $7 and organic for $8.
Sales and marketing employees in Austin are responsible for securing retailers and predicting future consumer demand, which determines how many farmers
– each providing 10,000-30,000 eggs – can partner with
Vital Farms.
“We can predict, based on the age of hen, what size
eggs she’s going to lay, with pretty good accuracy,” said
Clark, who was recruited by Vital Farms after 25 years
with Kraft Heinz Co. “The hen’s laying career is from
week 24 to week 74 or 75. So you’ve probably got about
a 50-week window. But you always have to be forecasting what the consumer is wanting. And as old hens are
aging out. You’ve got to make sure you have young hens
coming on. So it is a fascinating experience – the flock
management piece.”
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CONSTRUCTION

Ozarks Food Harvest warehouse

Building envelope consultant and forensic
investigator at Miller Engineering PC

2810 N. CEDARBROOK AVE.

According to the Associated
General Contractors of
Missouri, 71 percent of
contractors report difficulty
filling hourly craft positions
and 20 percent report difficult
filling salary positions.
There is clearly a gap in the
construction workforce.
How do you see the industry
filling that talent pipeline?

ENGINEERING NINJAS
D3 President Kevin Schlack says the
rapidly changing world of computer aided
design requires constant learning and
customization.

Efficiency Engineers
D3 Technologies grows through a May acquisition
as the Autodesk reseller and trainer refines its craft
by Geoff Pickle · gpickle@sbj.net
In manufacturing, efficiency is the
name of the game.
The staff at D3 Technologies understand that notion well. The Springfield-based 3-D design consultancy
and customized technology firm built
a client base of manufacturers, helping them produce their products
more quickly and with less staff time.
A gold partner of San Francisco-based Autodesk Inc. (Nasdaq:
ADSK) – the second-highest rank out
of four – D3 resells the company’s
3-D-engineering software, often with
customizations, and provides ongoing
training to make sure its clients are
well-versed in the products.
“We’re experts at the software,” says
President Kevin Schlack, D3’s majority
owner. “We are the largest Autodesk
partner dedicated to manufacturing.”
Schlack says D3’s services are necessary given the complex nature of
Autodesk solutions.
Even established and skilled engineers, he says, can get tripped up navigating Autodesk’s computer-aided
manufacturing solutions.
“It’s beyond a learning curve because the technology is changing so
quick,” Schlack says. “I refer to it is

as a martial art. You don’t just take
martial arts to finish. You continue to
work on your craft.”
Expansion by acquisition
A spring acquisition further solidifies D3’s dedication to its manufacturing niche. It also grows the company’s
client load by 80 percent and its revenue by over 90 percent.
On May 1, D3 bought what equates
to roughly half of Madison, Wisconsin-based MasterGraphics Inc. for
undisclosed terms.
Through the deal, D3 took over
MasterGraphics’ Autodesk manufacturing and plant business assets, and
the Springfield firm gained a foothold
in the Great Lakes area.
The combined operation now led
by Schlack and minority owner Mark
Lackovic, a former MasterGraphics
executive, is expected to produce
$30 million in revenue this year with
6,000 clients, including 332 locally. That’s up from D3’s $13 million
revenue in 2016 and the roughly $12
million from the MasterGraphics division, says Schlack.
It also brings the company’s workforce up to 70 – with 20 coming from
MasterGraphics – spread across 19 offices and training centers nationwide.

A strategic partner of D3 for a decade, MasterGraphics now will focus
on its architecture, engineering, construction, civil and imaging equipment businesses.
“I am confident that our Autodesk
manufacturing clients will be in great
and capable hands with D3,” MasterGraphics President Michael Wilkes
said in a news release.
The purchase of MasterGraphics
represents D3’s largest to date, but it’s
not the company’s first expansion by
acquisition.
D3 partially acquired Spokane,
Washington-based PacifiCAD Inc.
in 2016, bought the business assets
of Lafayette, Louisiana-based Vector
Graphics Inc. in 2014 and purchased
CADVisions Inc.’s Autodesk manufacturing business in 2007.
Organic growth is still important,
though, Schlack says, pointing to regional expansion into Kansas City
and St. Louis, as well as farther away
in Denver.
“I would say it’s a blend,” he says
of organic and acquisition-driven
growth.
Client integration
D3’s client list represents a who’s
who of area manufacturers: Paul Mueller Co., EFCO Corp., Tamko Building
Products Inc. and Bass Pro Shops’
White River Marine Group, formerly
known as Tracker Marine Group.
Neal Messer has worked with D3
since its inception, most recently as
a manufacturing engineer at Monett-based window manufacturer WinTech Inc. and formerly with EFCO.
When it comes to Autodesk, he

says D3 is his first point of contact.
D3 customizes training sessions for
continued education, and currently is
working on an engineer-to-order system to provide WinTech customers
pricing through its website without
having to talk to employees.
“They’re the guys that know the
program in and out,” Messer says.
“They can guide you in making good
decisions.”
For D3, the ultimate goal is
push-button manufacturing, Schlack
says, meaning manufacturers can load
schematics into the Autodesk software and, from there, make products
to the same standards and measurements each time.
That allows manufacturing employees to focus their energy elsewhere, freeing up what Schlack says
is the most valuable resource.
“Where it would take two days to
just quote a job, we have brought that
down to 10 minutes,” he says. “Where
it would take two weeks to do the engineering, we’ve brought that down to
four hours.”

D3 Technologies
Owners: Kevin Schlack and Mark
Lackovic
Founded: 1998
Address: 4600 W. Kearney St.,
Springfield, MO 65803
Phone: (877) 731-7171
Web: D3Tech.net
Products: Autodesk resale and training
for manufacturing industry, 3-D
printers
2016 Revenue: $13 million

Employees: 70
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It’s much easier to sit at a desk than to be
out in the field and doing construction. But
there are better opportunities (in construction) as far as wages go than there used to be
simply because it’s a lost trade. It used to be
hard labor, less pay. Those specialty tradespeople are now getting to the point where
they are retiring, and we don’t have young
professionals to come in and take over those
positions.
Editor’s note: According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the average hourly pay as
of November 2017 is $29.17 – up about $3 in
the last five years.

How else has technology
impacted your industry?

Owner/developer: Ozarks Food Harvest Inc.
General contractor: Ross Construction Group LLC
Architect: Marshall-Waters-Woody and Associates Inc.
Engineers: JS Smith Consulting Engineers PC, structural;
and CJD Engineering LLC, mechanical, electrical and
plumbing
Size: 56,000 square feet
Estimated cost: $4.8 million
Lender: Springfield First Community Bank
Estimated completion: May-June

All the materials we have. Science has
grown and manufacturers are coming up
with better, smarter ways and better products that last longer. You’re dealing with
lighter construction because it’s much easier to transport. And also lighter products,
which have to be put in layers, which are
done in the field.

Project description: Construction crews broke ground in September and Ozarks Food Harvest officials completed a fundraising campaign at year’s end to fund the expansion in North Creek Business Park. The final piece
was securing a $700,000 challenge grant from Tulsa, Oklahoma-based J.E. and L.E. Mabee Foundation.
OFH already operates a 46,000-square-foot distribution center at the site, and the two buildings will be connected via a 70-foot hallway, said OFH President and CEO Bart Brown. Officials say the nonprofit could not
accept some 1.4 million pounds of food due to lack of space and the new space should double its capacity to
donate 30 million meals annually. John Megee, the project architect with Marshall-Waters-Woody, said the
warehouse has ceilings up to 36 feet tall and a walk-in freezer and cooler, totaling 9,200 square feet. OFH
currently works with 270 organizations in 28 Ozarks counties to serve 261,000 individuals.
—Eric Olson, Editor,
and Geoff Pickle, Web Producer
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According to the National
Association of Women
in Construction, females
accounted for 1.3 percent of
the construction workforce
in 2015. You were awarded
the Outstanding Women in
Construction Vesta Award
in November at the Salute
to Design and Construction
Awards Banquet.

What is your advice to women
interested in construction?

Go for it. I’d recommend that to anyone.
It’s really just looking for an opportunity
to excel at what you’re good at. Our industry has really changed, and males are more
open to females being in the field. They’ve
learned what the value is. I have had contractors tell me they prefer to have a female
in the team simply because it helps them
look at things from a different aspect. It
takes all people to do that.
Multitasking, collaboration and my ability to focus on both the big picture and details at the same time is the combination
that I feel has helped me immensely in my
career. This does not make me better, it just
allows me to bring a skill set that my male
counterpart may not possess.

What does Springfield
need to do to enhance the
construction workforce and
keep graduates here?

I think Missouri State University is doing a great job with project management,
and Drury is doing a great job – and with
engineering, also. You don’t have to go to
Rolla to get your engineering degree anymore. We also have (Drury’s) architecture
school, which is awesome – and a lot of
those architects stay in this area. As far as
trades folk, that, I think, is where we’re
lacking.
High schools have different programs
where they are trying to show (students)
the actual hands-on trade. There are building courses they can take – where they actually get to build a house and, through that
process, they get to learn a lot of the trades.
It would be nice to have more of those types
of classes.
I think there is a little bit of a gap still
between being fresh out of high school and
going straight into the field. But I think
some of the technical colleges can help out
with that.
Excerpts from an interview by Features
Editor Hanna Smith, hsmith@sbj.net.

Melissa Payne can be reached at melissa@millerstructures.com.
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